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SUPERBALLYEXCITING ACTION RPG. Ancilla, Tarnished, and be guided by grace to become the hero of the Land of the Elden. ◆A World of Colorful Action Ancilla is a role-playing game with a unique real-time action combat system. In all of the game's maps, you will find many types of environments filled with thousands of different enemies. The variety of enemies and fight
locations will keep you on your toes even with all of your favorite characters. The unique real-time action combat system allows for a variety of actions with a satisfying visual effect. There is no menu-based customization so you can focus on interacting with your characters. There is no RPG genre element so you can explore all areas freely without worry. ◆A Vast World Full of
Excitement Over 100,000 players join in the quest of the Land of the Elden. You will be able to experience the vast world through the eyes of thousands of other characters. The large number of different characters and fights will keep your excitement levels high. You can enjoy an immersive adventure experience in a wide variety of scenarios. •A Skill-Based Role-Playing
Game Unlike other RPGs, there is no character experience point system in the game. That is, as the result of your character's actions, your characters will advance in their skills by gaining experience points without any extra requirements. You can customize your characters' skills using a variety of different elements, which will affect your character's attack and defense
abilities. • An Epic Drama Born from a Myth Ancilla is a story of the world of the Elden that was built up a long time ago. There are many different fragments of this story. By linking these fragments together, the main story, Ancilla, unfolds. The story itself will be unfolded in the form of a comic. Add a bit of mystery to your characters as they encounter different characters
from other fragments and figure out the truth behind the stories. ABOUT ELDRAN ONLINE GAME: Since the release of Online Play support in March 2013, online players have been enjoying their own stories in many different dimensions. Now, we are launching the first additional online adventure, The Recurring Interlude. ◆ A Tale of Grandiose Battles Meet the main character
Shirou, who was born from the Recurring Interlude! He is a boy who was born from the interlude, but has been in the

Elden Ring Features Key:
The world of Gude is completely redesigned. Exploration is exciting through the use of magical powers that influence diverse situations and create a sense of progress and exhilaration. The field and huge dungeon scattered through Gude are diverse and the action is always gripping.
In epic drama, the concept of interactive dramas is adopted. After the player’s party annihilates a foe, the game will continue, expanding the areas that have already been cleared by the party. This continuous story with exciting turns will keep you from becoming bored.
A vanguard system and a class system improved from the previous version of Elden Ring. With these systems, your character can be customized according to play style.
Powerful weapons and armor must be improved to overcome the seemingly impossible strength of many foes. New forms of combos, status effects, and useful tools have been introduced to increase your tactical strength.
Enchanting is, of course, another key element. The game contains countless possibilities as you develop new arts. Moreover, enchanted items can change depending on the strength of the Party Member using them.
A previously exposed “Lokraning” system has been upgraded to an all-new “Megaten” system. Being able to meet those who, in the past, could only have been reached through real-time, seamless communication is now possible, which makes the connection between the game and the latest news server even better.

Since the latest version 1.2.0.2 is a special version, it does not support iOS 7 and other older operating systems. 

For optimal gameplay, please make sure to update your Mac, which is performing at over 90% usage, to a newer version. For those users who are already running the latest version, please shut down your program and start again.
Alternatively, restart your computer. 

The game cannot be installed on devices other than:

Mac OS 10.6 or higher
Windows 8.1 and higher

If your animation loading is slow, please optimize your animation files by reducing resolution.
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